Cemeteries Are Becoming New Challenge for Interfaith Families

By Josh Nathan-Kazis

Four amot.

That’s the distance that should separate plots for intermarried families from the rest of a Jewish cemetery, according to a new decision by Conservative Judaism’s rabbinical association. It’s roughly equivalent to about 6 feet, and for Andy Bachman, a Reform rabbi, that’s 6 feet too far.

“What added insult to injury,” said Bachman, who leads Congregation Beth Elohim in Park Slope, Brooklyn, was that it “ended up creating a very similar feeling of segregation that interfaith families often feel inside communities when they’re living.”

For the decision’s Conservative backers, though, the distance represents a wrenching compromise with ancient Jewish burial tradition that calls for the complete exclusion of non-Jews from communal cemeteries.

“This is an attempt to try to satisfy the needs of the living but also to respect the values of the dead,” said Rabbi Daniel Nevins, a member of the committee that approved the decision and the dean of the Rabbinical School at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. “You can’t go back and ask permission of all the people in the cemetery buried under one set of rules and ask, ‘Would you guys mind if we changed the rule?’”

The dueling positions come as Reform and Conservative communities begin to face the leading edge of what could grow into a major challenge: As the heavily intermarried baby boomer generation ages, the wishes of families to be buried together conflicts with the tradition that only Jews should be buried in Jewish cemeteries.

In the 27 years since the Reform movement began to recognize the children of Jewish fathers and non-Jewish mothers as Jews, the role of intermarried families has changed drastically in both Reform and Conservative congregations. Faced with hotly debated statistics tracking the growth of intermarriage, both movements have undertaken organized efforts to reach out to intermarried families. The result has been the creation of a set of non-Jews who exist within Jewish
“Non-Jews are also members of our community, broadly speaking,” said Rabbi Jeremy Kalmanofsky of New York’s Congregation Ansche Chesed. “They take part in all kinds of social, communal, tzedakah and ethical activities in our shul.”

Now, as these non-Jewish community members age, some rabbis seek ways to allow them a place in the community in death. “A number of these non-Jewish spouses have helped to create Jewish homes,” said Rabbi Gary Bretton-Granatoor of Congregation Da’at Elohim, The Temple of Universal Judaism, a Reform synagogue in New York. “They would fall under the term *ger tzedek*, righteous gentile. They should be honored for their contribution, especially if the family wants to acknowledge them as part of the Jewish community.”

According to the Conservative decision, the traditional ban on mixed burial hinges on the interpretation by the 11th-century Jewish sage Rashi of a phrase in the Talmud that, at first, appears to allow the burial of non-Jews together with Jews. But Rashi thought that the Talmud’s intention was to allow Jews to bury non-Jews if they were killed alongside Jews on the battlefield, with the bodies placed in separate graves. Later scholars argued that Rashi’s insistence on separate graves was an extrapolation of a separate Talmudic passage barring the burial of the wicked beside the righteous. In this instance, the non-Jews were the wicked.

“We bury our people with our people,” said Rabbi Moshe Tendler, a *rosh yeshiva* at the Modern Orthodox Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary at Yeshiva University. “We maintain our social relationships after death as well, hence we bury Jews with Jews. We don’t bury Jews with non-Jews because we don’t have a social relationship with them,” he said, referring to communal obligations among Jews.

“The main thing is it shouldn’t be looked upon as a derogatory view of other religions,” Tendler said. “It’s a highly personal, family concept.”

Although the Reform movement has allowed the burial of non-Jewish spouses of Jews in Reform cemeteries since at least 1914, many cemeteries still follow traditional rules, and some Reform and Conservative rabbis complain of difficulty finding places to bury intermarried congregants.

Old New York Jewish cemeteries like Montefiore and Mount Carmel in Queens, explicitly bar non-Jews. “They’re chartered to bury people of the Jewish faith, so non-Jews are not allowed,” said Rich Fishman, the director of the New York State Division of Cemeteries. “They’re independent corporations; they can decide what they want.”

Some cemeteries have been asked to change their policies.

For years, Ansche Chesed’s Kalmanofsky has been “nudging” the leadership of the cemetery where his congregation owns plots to allow a separate section for intermarried families.

“I think it’s unduly harsh to exclude non-Jewish people’s remains from Jewish cemeteries,” Kalmanofsky said. “I think it’s a mistake to make a dismissive, alienating gesture at the time of death.”

“To change it requires some new thinking that we can’t see our way towards at this point,” said Peter Blacksberg, the president of the hundred-year-old Riverside Cemetery in Saddle Brook, N.J., where Kalmanofsky’s congregation owns plots. “Although you can find a way to argue your point, we also have to have ways to have fairly rigid rule sets, otherwise whatever the next interpretation is would have to change all the rules…I understand the halachic interpretations” that allow mixed burial, “but we have an institution.”

Current solutions for intermarried couples vary. Some Reform synagogues own cemeteries, or have rights to sections of larger cemeteries, where mixed burial is allowed. The bylaws of Temple Israel of the City of New York, a Reform synagogue that owns a cemetery in Westchester County, allow for the burial of families of synagogue members “regardless of their religious affiliation.”

But Bretton-Granatoor said that he knows of instances where intermarried couples have been buried on outskirts of congregations.
Bachman said he worries that many families will choose to be buried in nonsectarian cemeteries, which have no religious restrictions on burial. He sees the possibility as a serious blow to the community’s connection to itself and its history.

“A Jewish cemetery tells a particular story about particular Jewish communities,” he said. “We’re dangerously close to really losing a whole aspect of the Jewish narrative, which are the stories that people tell when they sit inside the cemetery, when they linger after a funeral, when they visit the graves of aunts and uncles and cousins and grandparents, and they begin to share all of those stories about Jewish life and connections.”

Conservative and Reform rabbis agree that something must be done, but they disagree on what.

In February, the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of the Rabbinical Assembly, the Conservative rabbinical organization that decides issues of religious law and policy for the movement, passed a rabbinical decision, or teshuva, allowing for the delineation of a separate section within a Jewish cemetery for mixed burial. The two sections can be separated by a wall, shrubbery or a path, but “a path is preferable” because a “physical barrier sends a message of exclusion.” A path with a suggested width of 65 to 90 inches is “easily crossed” and therefore “sends a message that the non-Jewish spouse was a part of the present day extended Jewish community.”

Although it finds “no specific prohibition in the Bible or Talmud” to mixed burial, the decision stops short of opening cemetery gates to non-Jews. “A thousand-year custom should be respected and not lightly discarded,” the ruling reads.

The vote was 10-1, with three members abstaining.

The dissenting member was Rabbi Miriam Berkowitz, who lives in Israel. In an e-mail to the Forward, Berkowitz wrote that she opposed the decision because it removed an incentive for conversion, and because it offered no way to distinguish between non-Jewish spouses who are committed to the Jewish community and those who are not.

“If non-Jews can participate in weddings, bnai mitzvah, and community life, and be buried in a Jewish cemetery,” Berkowitz wrote, “why would they bother converting?”

Nevins, who voted for the decision, disagreed. “It used to be that we sort of held out this thing as an incentive to convert,” he said. “None of us really feels good about that, because, after all, it goes against another value of ours — to not have ulterior purposes for a conversion.”

Bachman said that the burials he oversees now continue to be almost exclusively those of in-married couples. But he is concerned for his younger congregants.

“Most people try their best to deny that death is coming,” Bachman said. But “when people die suddenly, when they die unexpectedly, families are faced with these terrible dilemmas of non-Jews being denied burial in family Jewish plots.”

Contact Josh Nathan-Kazis at nathankazis@forward.com
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**bgl**  82 weeks ago  -11

There is only one role for the non-Jew in the synagogue - employee. If a Jew decides to abandon the faith by intermarrying (and that IS abandoning the faith, make no mistake about it) burial in a secular cemetery is one of the consequences. If you want to live and die as a Jew, then marry one. end of discussion.

Reply  Report

**Danny**  82 weeks ago  0

Assuming you have captioned the photo correctly Temple Israel's cemetery includes at least one cross and one graven image of Jesus. I can understand some argument for spouses who lived a Jewish lifestyle, even without formal conversion, but crosses and graven images in a Jewish burial place is well out of bounds. It's better to have neutral or secular cemeteries for mixed faith couples.

Reply  Report
In traditional Jewish cemeteries there are separate sections for Shomrei Shabbos and non-shomrei Shabbos, and a separate section for Cohanim and another for suicides. Cohanim are obviously near the side so that other Cohanim in their family can visit without being defiled by walking among graves. The older sources in Halacha says we don't sit shivah or mourn for a Jew who publicly desecrates Shabbos, although today we do not posken this way. What would Gedolei HaPoskim have said about burying mixed faith couples in Jewish cemeteries? A bit like saying Kaddish for the late Cardinal Archbishop of Paris.

Reply

Cemeteries have to be very careful about whom they bury where. The last thing a cemetery wants to do is to hurt dead people's feelings.
Shoyn gezugt!

Hershele

Reply

As the Coordinator of the Half-Jewish Network, the largest international organization for adult children and grandchildren of intermarriage, whenever I see articles like this, my heart sinks.

Apparently, one of my tasks is to warn other half-Jewish people that even when we are dead, we won't be "Jewish enough" for some Jews.

It is morally unacceptable to treat interfaith couples and their adult descendants in this manner. Citing to past cruel practices -- separate burial sites for Jewish suicides and dead Jews who failed to observe Shabbos strictly -- doesn't make matters better.

Sincerely,

Robin Margolis  www.half-jewish.net  www.inclusivistjudaism.wordpress.com

Reply

I like the way you present the post.Very clear and useful for a newbie like me. Absolutely great post with valuable tips..i enjoyed reading your blogs...Thanks for sharing such points. I am impressed.!! ;)
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Where are our values  ·  78 weeks ago
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Where were the Rabbi's and Jewish leaders when Beth El/Cedar Park cemetery in New Jersey decided to construct a mausoleum for non-Jews right in the middle of their cemetery? Now, they have opened a new section of graves just for non Jews. For decades, Orthodox and conservative Jews were buried there knowing they were resting in a Jewish cemetery. Now, that is not the case. I guess the memory of our traditional people meant nothing. Too many Rabbi's only speak up when it is to their advantage, other times, they turn a blind eye. Sounds a lot like the character Dathan, in the movie The Ten Commandments.
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Sandi · 77 weeks ago +2

I am Jewish and my husband is not. For 27 years he has helped raise our 3 children as Jews. The oldest Jewish cemetery in our area, where my entire family is buried, allows non Jews to be buried there under two conditions: They must be married to a Jew, and there can be no non Jewish religious inscriptions or symbols on the gravestone. My husband had no problem with the requirements, and in fact was the one who initiated the purchase of the plot for us.

Personally, I wanted to be buried in a military cemetery, since my husband is a veteran. I would rather be buried with patriotic Americans of all faiths or no faiths, than with Jews whose views I probably don't even have any idea about. For all I know I could be getting buried next to Julius and Ethel Rosenberg!
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Mila · 39 weeks ago 0

I support your intention. My son is going to marry a Jewish girl from New York hasidic family. This girl has a very racist veiws toward gentiles. My husband is a Jew from Habad movement, and I was baptized as catholic, however I do not practice this religion in Israel. We all live in Israel but already for more than one year I did not see my son.

I suppose, this marriage is going to be a catastrophic for our son because he has no idea where he is getting to. The only one though is in my head: where to escape from all these religion segregations? My husband and me even cannot be buried together in Israel, we are going to be separated even after our death.
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